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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2012038070A1] The invention relates to a spray can (1) comprising a pressurised container (11) and a spray head (12) wherein a
product to be sprayed, that is pressurised by means of a propellant, is received in the pressurised container; the spray head (12) comprises a
nozzle (124) and a spray actuating button (123); a pressure piece (122) co-operating with the spray actuating button (123) is movably mounted in
the spray head (12); a tappet tube (125) and a radially connecting nozzle tube (122d) are movably connected to the pressure piece (122) and/or
rigidly arranged therein; the nozzle (124) is arranged on the free end of the nozzle tube (122d); a valve device (111) is arranged in the pressurised
container (11); the valve device (111) can be actuated by the tappet tube (122s) of the pressure piece (122) by actuation of the spray actuating
button (123) in such a way that, when the valve device (11) is open, the product to be sprayed is supplied to the nozzle via the tappet tube (122s)
and the nozzle tube (122), in order to be released at the nozzle; an essentially rod-type abutment element (125) co-operating with the spray
actuating button (123) is supported in or on the spray head (12); and the height of the abutment element (125) can be adjusted in relation to the
spray head (12) by means of an adjusting lever (126). The adjusting lever is embodied as a radially projecting adjusting arm (126) that is rotated
about its axis oriented preferably parallel to the spray can axis (11a), for the adjusting movement.
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